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Abstract
Since the last few years, criminal policy authorities of Iran started to withdraw their
previous emphasis on repressive approaches and under the impact of criminological studies
and translation of policy initiatives in western countries new concept and vocabulary were
entered into official discourse and criminal justice policy of Iran. Consequently, a list of
community-based approaches to criminal justice system such as community-based
punishment, community-based settlement council, community policing and community
crime prevention became integral parts of the third and fourth 5-year Development plan
(2000-4 & 2005-9) and the Second Judicial Reform Plan (2004-8) very rapidly.
Regardless of how these ideas and policies are introduced to the Iranian criminal policy,
the most important questions should be asked in this field are that to what extent thes
policies will meet current needs of criminal policy of Iran? To what extent community-based
approaches are adapted to socio-economic, cultural and political contexts in Iran?
It seems that, successful reforms in the area of public participation in criminal justice
needs to some pre-conditions such as; structural changes, cultural capacity building and
understanding the principles or rationales which are standing behind each of these reforms.
Our effort in this article is to describe and criticize two important aspects of communitybased approach to criminal justice in Iran; Community-based punishments and settlement
councils.
Keywords: Community Justice, Informal Dispute Resolution, Community Punishment,
Responsibilization Strategy, Judicial Reform.
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1- Introduction

these communities are yearning to be empowered

In recent years, criminal justice systems in many

by the state to be involved with justice proper.

parts of the world, have begun to recognize

Their sense of justice is one that centers on

community power, and to discover the potential for

rehabilitation, in putting right the wrongs of the

working with communities and civil institutions.

crime and the damage it inflicted on victim and

During last few decades, there has been whole

community, and by bettering the offender in order

series of reform initiatives that identify the

to prevent re-offending.
By

community as the proper locale for crime control
and

criminal

[ Downloaded from eijh.modares.ac.ir on 2022-08-15 ]

In

this

period,

community

the

same

token

policing

the

which

philosophy
envisions

of
the

development of community program such as

community as a partner in problem solving and

community

crime prevention has led not only to reinventing

policing,

community

corrections,
crime

this core government function, but has also led the

prevention, community prosecution, community

way for other criminal justice pillars or agencies to

justice and other community-based programs came

follow suit. Prosecution are assigning prosecutors

into consideration.

to

community

[ DOR: 20.1001.1.25382640.2006.13.1.6.4 ]

justice.

the

punishment,

community

neighborhood-based

offices

and

police

precincts, to bring legal expertise closer to

Community justice comprises working with
offenders, crime prevention, community safety as

community

residents.

Public

defenders

are

well as working with victims and vulnerable

exploring the potential of offering more direct

groups. It is also about revisiting the concept of

community access to legal representation. Court

“justice” and exploring whether the current

are opening up their processes, creating a new

arrangement can or will deliver community justice

legal culture that sees crime as eroding the quality

for some or all sections of what we understand to

of life of the communities where it is committed.

be “community”. (Peak, F. & Winstone, J., 2005).

Correctional agencies are now studying the

Clear and Karp (1999) argue that community

consequences of viewing communities as partner

justice is primarily about restoring the damage to

in the imposition of criminal sanctions (karp,

victim and community rather than about punishing

1998).

offenders. This vision is closely aligned to

Therefore, the crime is no longer a problem to

restorative justice. The ideal type represents a

be solved by criminal justice agencies. Rather it

localized form of justice that support effective and

becomes the responsibility of local communities as

communicative

well

whose

propensities

for

self-

as

central

government

officials

and

politicians, and is mediated by criminal justice

governance are harnessed.

agencies1. Under the impact of these new policies

Working in partnership is vital and so is the
inclusion of civic and religious organizations in

1. Despite the best efforts of criminal justice agencies, society
remains concerned about crime, due to what critics emphasize
as ineffective policing, slow wheels of justice, failure of
rehabilitation, and high recidivism.

enhancing community cohesion and informal
social control. Being both cohesive and inclusive,
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of criminal justice, new concepts and vocabulary

which community-based punishments are the most

were interred into official discourse of criminal

important ones (Brownless, 1998). In line with

policy of Iran (Farajiha, 2003). Consequently,

policies and revisions on the de-penalisation and

Community

dispute

de-institutionalisation legislative criminal policy

resolution, community policing and community-

that is in reaction to unreasonable resort to

based victim protection became integral part of the

incarceration during the first two decades of the

3rd and 4th Five-Year Development Plan (2000-4

Islamic Revolution in Iran, the Center for Judicial

& 2005-9) and the Second Judicial Reform Plan

Reforms Studies (CJRS) of the Legal Deputy of

(2004-8) very rapidly. This article discusses two

the Judiciary drafted community-based punishment

important aspects of community approach to the

bill as a judicial bill. After finalizing the drafted

criminal

bill in the Judiciary and approval of the Cabinet,

punishment,

justice

in

Iran;

informal

community-based

this bill has been delivered to the parliament and it

punishment and settlement council.

[ DOR: 20.1001.1.25382640.2006.13.1.6.4 ]
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is now at the agenda of the Legal and Judicial
Commission of the Parliament1.

2- Community-Based Punishment
The extensive evaluative research on incarceration
especially

short-term

imprisonment

and

Though, this bill has not been approved by the

its

parliament, but examining the core issues of the

inefficiency in rehabilitating the offenders revealed

bill and different aspects of community support,

that the existing prisons are not effective measures

can clearly show the Iranian criminal policy

to treat the offenders. Being separated from the

approach

community, the offenders will be accustomed to

community-based punishment.

to

mobilizing

and

harnessing

prison culture with all its anti-social, coercive, and
despotic and deviant characteristics, instead.

2-1 Core Issues of the Bill

Due to high cost of treating the inmates,
shortage

of

efficient

and

trained

The

officers

main

issues

of

the

community-based

punishment bill are as follows:

responsible for enforcing rehabilitative programs,

1. defining the community-based punishment

as well as other problems such as overcrowding in

with reliance on the community’s role in enforcing

prisons, shortage of hygienic facilities, food,

the punishment, limiting the offenders’ freedom of

medicine, increasing use of drugs, and spread of

actions,

infectious diseases such as AIDS, violence, and

proportionality between the offender and the

bribery, the authorities in countries like Iran, can

punishment, and paying attention to the victim’s

hardly plan to take the most advantage of the time

situation and the impacts of crime on victims;

the offenders spend in prison to prepare them to

taking

into

consideration

the

2. introducing the community-based punishment,

reintegrate with the community (Ardabili, 1993).

namely, care period, community services, day

The penal policy authorities have adopted
1. By the time of writing this paper, only generalities of the
bill has been adopted by the parliament.

several strategies to deal with the crisis, among
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fines, and temporary deprivation of some social

for this new approach. Community punishments

rights;

should have their own justifications independent of
prison disregarding the relevant efficiency. Fourth,

3. suggesting reparation and restitution for the
damages to the victim and developing the culture

the

independent

term

“community-based

of reconciliation and mediation between the

punishments” would pave the way for the

offender and the victim;

legislator to make use of any of these community-

4. establishing an administrative body with

based reactions for new crimes, whereas, the

social workers and appointing a judge responsible

dependent term “alternative punishments” is not

for enforcing the community-based punishments

able to meet this requirement.

[ DOR: 20.1001.1.25382640.2006.13.1.6.4 ]
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with the power of controlling the offenders to
undertake their obligations and imposing of

2-2 Role of the Community Supports

aggravation, mitigation, or substitution on the

Community in this content means merely non-

punishment.

custodial measures or punishments which will be

Although one of the objectives of the present

implemented outside of prisons or reformatories.

bill is to suggest alternatives to imprisonment, the

Many of these punishments consisted of state

term “community-based punishments” is more in

employees, carrying out state policies, under the

line with the content of the bill due to some

auspices of state organization. They might be less

reasons. First, the issue of alternative punishments

costly than institutionalisation, less stigmatising

is likely to be the judiciary’s negligence of its

and less liable to deprive the offender of the

responsibilities setting itself free form the issue of

supporters of family and work. They are also state

overcrowding prisons without any considerations

sanction with community involvement in their

for public security or deterrent effects of

administration.
Article 1 of the bill of the community-based

incarceration. Whereas, this bill aims to introduce
a new method of rehabilitation of offenders who

punishments

commit minor crimes and are not so dangerous to

participation of the public and the civil institutions

be kept in prison. Second, the term “alternative

in the community and employ existing capacities

punishments” conveys that incarceration will be

to reintegrate the offenders with the community.

substituted by the punishment suggested in the bill,

Regarding the Community Services, for example,

while according to the bill, incarceration is like an

the NGOs and the public institutions such as the

inactive volcano that will erupt if the conditions

municipality

predicted during administration of community

organizations can contribute to the enforcement of

punishment are violated. Third, the failure of

the punishments by reception of the offender and

prisons in rehabilitating the offenders can justify

providing

the decrease in the

opportunities. Similarly, in the Care Period, as an

use of such punishment.

another

However, it can not serve as an independent basis
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punishments, a dependable relative or NGOs may

six months to two years incarceration punishment

accept to supervise the offender in order to prevent

in which imposition of community punishment is,

him/her from recidivism or violation of court

under

orders.

unintentional crimes with the maximum of three
years

[ Downloaded from eijh.modares.ac.ir on 2022-08-15 ]

The civil society and NGOs can also provide

some

conditions,

imprisonment.

optional.

Fourth,

Third,

community

the context required for the implementation of non-

punishments sometimes substitute for other non-

custodial methods through offering different

incarceration punishment such as fines and non-

consultation services and educational programs

hudud whipping.

such as improving personal skills under the topics

According to Penal Code of Iran there are more

of drugs, alcohol, AIDS, sexual behavior, self-

than 700 crimes for which incarceration has been

esteem, problem solving, job finding, and the like,

determined as punishment. 15.6 percent of the

with the purpose of improving the physical and

crimes have up to six months and 30 percent have

mental health and the social relationships of the

six to twenty four months of imprisonment. Thus,

convicts.

the Community-based punishment bill accounts for
more than 45 percent of the existing incarceration

Thus, successful implementation of this type of

in the Penal Code.

punishments requires active public participation.
First and foremost, this participation can be

Studies show that more than 92 percent of the

realised through public familiarity with alternative

crimes with less than 6 months of imprisonment

punishments or community punishments. By the

are technical and minor offenses for which,

same token, countries which have taken measures

incarceration is not logically and penologically

to implement these punishments have focused their

justified. They include crimes such as: issuing false

attention to public awareness as well as training

certificates (2-6 months imprisonment); denial of

competent authorities. Second, with regard to the

matrimony by the husband (8 days to 2 months

community-based

imprisonment); destroying or cutting down the

nature

of

this

type

of

punishments, the direct interventions of social

palm

trees

(3-6

months

imprisonment);

institutions seem inevitable.

disregarding the environmental principles and

[ DOR: 20.1001.1.25382640.2006.13.1.6.4 ]

standards in building factories (2-6 months
2-3 Scope of the Community Punishment

imprisonment); unauthorised hunting of wild

The Bill of Community-based Punishment includes

animals

four category of crimes. First, intentional crimes

mentioning the trade number in dealings (3-6

with the maximum of six months incarceration

months imprisonment). It seems that such offenses

punishment.

of

would hardly hurt public conscience, and therefore,

community punishment is compulsory, except for

the community is not likely to react emotionally

offenders with pre-conviction record. Second,

and retaliatory to this type of crimes.

In

these

cases

imposition

(1-6

months

imprisonment);

not

Minor offenders that commit such a minor

intentional crimes with the maximum of more than
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crimes are capable of being treated and their

build attachments between communities and

freedom do not endanger public security. Criminal

courts. Realistically, of course, a truly community-

justice system can be justly responsive to the

focused court will need many years and more

public’s inquiries and expectations criticisms

expansive effort including a mind-shift in those

provided that it has at its disposal a variety of

involved, requiring ongoing collaboration, between

punishments and reactions for different types of

the court and the community. The underlying

offenses and offenders (Ashori, 2003).

premise for such, is that urban social problems

The most efficient criminal reaction against

manifest themselves as problems, which only the

such offenses is to set some limits on the offenders

community can provide for, requiring therefore,

proportional to the offences or assigning some

the involvement of community, with the courts.

compulsory training course to them. In this way,

Presently different models exist in different

while being trained and treated, the offenders will

societies for such kinds of institutions and courts.

adopt a positive view of law, will learn necessary

These

social skills, will bridge ethical and educational

communalities, such as:

disparate

models

however,

have

gaps and develop culture for capacity building to

1. A community focused court practices

eliminate the obstacles in the way of social re-

restorative justice, which acknowledges that crime

integration (Mair, 1997).

caused injury to people and communities, and

Thus, with the approval of the community-

insist that justice should repair these injuries, deal

based punishments bill by the parliament, a new

with the aftermath of the offence and its

regime of punishment is introduced to the Iranian

implications for the future, and that the parties with

criminal policy. These punishments emphasize the

a stake in a specific offences, be permitted to

community’s

and

participate in the process. Restorative justice

rehabilitating the offenders. By maintaining the

measures success not in how much punishment its

relationship between the offenders and the

inflicted, but on how many harms are repaired or

community and with the potentials of the civil

prevented.

capacities

for

treating

society, the citizens could possibly facilitate the

2. A community court treats parties to a dispute

process of the offenders’ social integration while

as real individuals rather than abstract legal

they are being trained. Therefore, part of the duties

entities. Meetings between victims, offenders and

of the relevant legal institutions responsible for the

members

enforcement

encouraged, as important ways of addressing the

of

community

punishments

is

of

the

affected

community

are

relational dimension of crime and justice.

transferred to the volunteers, NGOs and religious

3. Community resources are used in the

associations.

adjudication of disputes. More significantly,
3- Community-Based Settlement Council

restorative justice recognizes and encourages the

There is now a growing trend in many countries to

role
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communities

as

resource

in

teaching,

and

formal investigation of cases through criminal

establishing the moral and ethical standards which

procedures. Penal mediations is an instance of such

build up community.

mechanisms, which includes three types as

Although future courts of this nature will
assume

various

forms

depending

on

follows:

the

a)

composition of the community and the nature of

innovatively by a given community without any

1

intervention or supervision on the part of a judicial

the

problems

brought

before

the

courts.

body;

Ultimately, the challenges of creating community-

[ Downloaded from eijh.modares.ac.ir on 2022-08-15 ]
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the societal penal mediation performed

b)

lie with

the societal penal mediation under the

community themselves, who need to view the

supervision of a judicial body. The judicial

courts as a resource and a vehicle for change. To

supervision is performed in two phases, namely,

have community-focused courts, there must be

the selection and appointing of the mediators, and

court-focused community.

at the end of the mediation process for evaluation

Historically, religious, neighborhood and rural

purposes, the results of which is recorded in the

councils and associations have played important

form of an agreement between the offender and the

roles in dispute resolution in Iran (Hosseini,

victim approved by the mediator.
c)

2003).In second part of the article we will try to

mdiation by a government body performed

of

with the purpose of reconciling the offender and

settlement councils in Iran as an important aspect

the victim to prevent from the tedious procedures

of public participation in criminal justice and

in the criminal justice system. The Reconciliation

responsibilisation strategy which is designed to

Units in some Justice Departments as well as the

change the manner of dealing with of minor

Social Work and Consultation Units at some police

criminal cases.

stations are among the mediation institutions that

describe

and

evaluate

the

performance

try to make reconciliations between the offenders
3-1 Characteristics of the Settlement Council

and the victims in the cases of minor offences

The incompetence of the formal justice system in

before the case is submitted to Court.

confronting the rapid social evolutions, and the

With the provisions set out for settlement

profound changes in our perceptions of some

council in article 189 of the third 5-Year

social issues traditionally defined within the area

Development

of criminal justice has highlighted the urgent

participation has found a new position in penal

requirement of new social strategies. Some

mediation and settlement of minor criminal and

mechanisms or new measures aim to prevent the

civil cases near to second model of above

Plan

Act

(2000-2004),

public

mentioned penal mediation. According to article
1. It will also depend to a large extent on the legal profession,
which may resist the challenge posed by the people, against
professionalisation of the courts and its domination by
lawyers.

189 of this Act:
“To reduce public recourse to the courts and in
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line with the increasing public participation, the

In Article 7 of the executive regulations the

settlement of local and non-judicial conflicts as

scope of the Settlement Councils’ jurisdiction has

well as the conflicts, which are less judicial or less

been prescribed as follows:
The Settlement council will hear the following

complex in nature should be referred to the
Settlement Councils.”

cases:
1.

The executive regulations of this article was
approved by the Head of the Judiciary after being

complaint and shall not be prosecuted if the

passed by the Cabinet in August 2002. These

complainant withdraw from prosecution (Haqu-o-

regulations specifies the rules of the establishment

nass);1

and the qualifications to be member of the

[ Downloaded from eijh.modares.ac.ir on 2022-08-15 ]
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all criminal cases that depend on victim’s

2.

criminal

cases

with

the

following

considerations:

in dealing with criminal and civil cases, and the

2-1 settling the crimes that the punishment for

judicial supervision over the responsibilities and

which does not exceed Rls. 5,000,000 (nearly US$

practices of these councils.

530) fine, or the punishments that consist of

The necessity of establishing the Settlement

imprisonment and fines, which together, when

Councils at any area including villages, districts,

imprisonment is substituted by corresponding fine,

cities, towns, and the suburbs and the scope of

do not exceed Rls. 5,000,000.

their responsibility is determined by the Head of
the Justice Department and the Government with

2-2 settling the crimes which its punishment of
less than 91 days of imprisonment, or ta’zir .

the advice of the Islamic Council of the area
(Article 1).
The council consists of three members: 1- the
head of the council which is selected by the head

Considering these criteria, settling certain types
of criminal conduct is clearly defined in the
jurisdiction of the settlement councils. These
consist of:

of provincial justice department, 2- a member

1.

Crimes related to national inheritance such

selected by the Islamic Council of the city, district,

as (a) destruction of the registered monuments, (b)

or village, and 3- a reliable citizen who is

activities that would damage historical properties,

appointed by a committee comprising the head of

(c) illegal traficking of cultural and historical

the justice department, the governor, head of the

properties to other country, (d) illegal excavation

police department, and the Imam of the Friday

of cultural and historical properties, and (e)

Prayers. Council members are appointed as the

unauthorized repair or transformation of the

honorary member of the council, for a period of

registered national inheritance;

three years. The members of the council should be

2.

crimes related to identification papers like

well known, at least 25 years old, educated, and
familiar with legal issues, and must not have any
criminal record or addiction to drugs.

1. Under the Islamic criminal laws, law violating behaviour is
categorized by behaviours that violate God’s rights (haqu-olah) which are unpardonable and behaviours that violate the
general populace’s rights (haqu-o-nass) which are pardonable.
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(a) duplicating the ID while having the original

deficiencies with regard to the way of public

one, (b) using invalid ID, (c) forgoing the ID

participation and the fulfillment of the objectives

fraudulantly, and (d) trading the ID and other

already defined.

forged documents;
3.

The revival of the traditional and local

crimes such as (a) destruction of movable

mechanisms for conflict settlement is an example

and immovable properties, (b) taking animals to

of the councils’ achievements. There exist cultural,

graze, (c) destruction of agricultural products, (d)

racial, linguistic, ethnic and geographical varieties

trespassing dwellings by force, (e) begging and

in Iran, which, in case of forcing the centrally

[ DOR: 20.1001.1.25382640.2006.13.1.6.4 ]
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1

swindling, (f) driving without driving license , and

established criminal laws that overlook ethnic

(g) drawing invalid cheque, are also included in the

considerations, may lead to conflicts or weaken the

jurisdiction of the settlement councils (Article 7).

position of traditional and local ways of conflicts

The main priority of the settlement councils is

settlement. The Settlement Council as a public

settling the dispute among the parties to the case

institution appropriately paves the way for the

rather than imposing laws and regulations. As

identification and revival of the local potentialities

mentioned in Article 14 of the executive

for the settlement of conflicts. Family conflicts

regulations: “The [settlement] Council must settle

such as discontinuation of the maintenance

the cases and reaching reconciliation between the

payment, absence of the spouse form home, or

parties.”

deception in marriage are among cases, which can

The councils are not subject to procedural laws
and can deal with cases in whatever way possible

be deal with in terms of the traditions and customs
of the local community.

to hear the parties to the case and make judgments

On the other hand, since the council members

thereafter. The council’s final judgment should be

are appointed from among the people native to that

approved by at least two members of the council.

given area and are well-known for their good

The judgments is then referred to a judicial

record, their residence in the place where crime has

consultant appointed by the Judiciary for approval

been occurred and also their familiarity with

and will be sent to the council’s office to be

parties to the case make it possible for the

enforced.

members to examine the possible ways of settling
the conflicts with reference to correct information

3-2 Results of the Preliminary Examinations

beyond what is usually wrongly registered in the

The settlement councils should have some years of

legal documents of formal justice system.

experience before being evaluated. However,

Studies show that submitting the complaints to

preliminary examinations have revealed some

the courts hinders the informal methods of
conflicts settlement. More specifically, formal

1. Determining the criteria of legal punishment for crimes
which should be dealt with in settlement council will create
some kind of ambiguity in victimless crimes, where there is no
specific victim for reconciliation and mediation.

complaints necessitate regular reference to the
police department and other legal institutions
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resulting in stigma even for the complaintant,

on the basis of the above mentioned regulations.

which is a waste of time leading to hatred between

Article 170 of the Constitution has prohibited the

the offender and the victim. In such cases, even if

judges from forcing the approved administrative

the offender attempts to apologize to the victim of

regulations, which are against the laws. It seem

crime and make restitutions for the damages, the

that by setting the rules regarding “right of access

victim would insist on retributive response. In fact,

to court” (Article 34), and those whereby “the

the results of formal complaintant’s animosity

authority responsible for complaints is the courts”

toward the offender, while immediate settlement of

(Article 159), and the Article regarding “the

the conflict and the direct confrontation of the

intervention of the Judiciary via the courts”

offender and the victim of crime pave the way for

(Article 61) the legislator has attempted to free the

their face-to-face negotiation and the offender’s

Judiciary from the intervention of other powers in

awareness of the impact

of the crime on the

judicial affairs. However, the existing inferences in

victim. It seems that the members of the settlement

this respect suggest that the conflicts are not likely

councils can be more successful in settling the

to be settled even if statute laws are enacted1.

conflicts when they take into consideration the

Another problem is related to the force behind

damages that the victim of crime suffers from

referring the cases included in the regulation to the

victimization. Reports show that in the first year of

settlement councils. It seems that with the

their activities, some of the Settlement Councils in

enactment of Article 189 of the Third 5-year

rural areas were able to settle serious long lasting

Development Plan Act (2000-2004), the legislator

disputes among tribes through negotiation and

has aimed to establish settlement councils with

mediation.

optional jurisdiction. This means that in case of

Despite the above mentioned achievements, the

mutual agreement, and with the consideration of

Settlement Councils have to challenge many

the restorative justice principles, the parties to the

difficulties, which requires necessary revisions in

case refer to these councils, which in turn, deal

the relevant rules and regulations. The main

with the case taking into account the interest of the

problem is that the establishment of these councils

offender, the victim, and the community. However,

is not in line with the Constitution of Iran. Based

the administrative regulations of Article 189 has

on Article 36 of the Constitution, “punishment

prescribed

shall be imposed only by law and competent

councils, which means to overlook the citizens’

court.” Thus, the establishment of the settlement

right of access to the court. In this way, forcing the

councils and determination of their jurisdiction is

parties to the case, especially the victim, to refer to

beyond the responsibility of the Head of the

the settlement councils would result in discontent,

Judiciary and need to be legislated.

which is paradoxically far from settlement and

In other word, no part of the criminal court
jurisdiction can be transferred to another authority

compulsory

jurisdiction

for

the

1. Although, it seems that the constitution has been legislated
in a way that all aspects of public participation in settling
criminal cases are clearly in contradiction with it.
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peace defined as the main objective of these

3-3 Future Challenges of Settlement Council

councils.

Being aware of the inefficiency of the formal

Another problem to be discussed is related to

criminal justice system in the fair settlement of all

the scope of the Settlement Councils’ jurisdiction.

conflicts, and in line with offering adaptive

According to some jurists, the terminologies used

responses to these gaps, the Legislator has

in Article 189 implies that the legislator was

attempted to enact Article 189 to employ the

concerned with civil conflicts, not the criminal

capacities of the public and the local associations

ones. Phrases which are mentioned in Article 189

in order to settle the civil disputes and minor

such as “conflicts with non-judicial nature” and

criminal cases. In this way, the courts’ burden

“conflicts that are less complex in nature” are more

would be reduced, and the limited capacity of such

related to civil cases than criminal ones.

courts could be used for important cases.

In addition, preliminary studies have revealed

Alternative methods of official settlements

that the settlement councils are less successful in

should be employed by taking advantage of

large cities in contrast to towns and villages with

comparative studies and by considering the

tribal and traditional composition. This is related to

relevant

the complex nature of legal conflicts, lack of

anthropological characteristics. A more reasonable

familiarity between the parties to the case, lack of

and scientific way is to pilot the different public

commitment to undertake responsibilities, and lack

participatory models in different areas, evaluate the

of attention to customs and traditions in large

results, and then, design suitable models for

cities.

community

Finally, the last issue is concerned the

ethnic,

racial,

involvement

in

cultural,

criminal

and

dispute

resolution and reconciliation (Abbasi, 1994).

unreasonable haste to establish these councils.

Although this method of hearing may not be in

According to official statistics more that twenty

line with the Constitution, a question is raised as to

thousand settlement councils have been established

whether, with the large volume of cases referred to

since the past three years without making any

the police and courts, is there still possibility for

provisions for training and evaluation of the

the scientific detection of crimes as well as

outcomes. Lack of the relevant capacities in the

identifying and arresting the criminals by the

Judiciary and the community, ambiguity in the

police if the objective of the Judiciary is to enforce

relationship between these councils on the one

justice? Can the judges respect the guarantees

hand, and the Judiciary and the civil institutions on

provided for in criminal procedural laws and put

the other hand, have made some judges consider

them to practice to enforce justice? The product of

the settlement councils as nuisances to the

the hearing in courts in these situations is the

Judiciary and thus not support the councils in

settlement of the conflict, not enforcing criminal

decision making.

justice, regarding that these two are fundamentally
different. It seems that there is no other choice left
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except for referring to the settlement councils and

accompanied the coming of new era. The result is

similar authorities.

that the criminal justice state is larger than before,

By the same token the structure of the Judiciary

but is occupies a relatively smaller place in the

should change the same in line with the evoluation

overall field because of the organized activities of

in order in establish community-based justice. The

communities and civil institutions.
Crime control and dispute resolution are
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Articles of the Constitution should also be
interpreted in line with providing legal supports for

‘beyond

the

state’

as

the development of the public participation.

mechanisms

Otherwise, these Articles should be subject to

boundaries, and relatively independent of its

modifications, in a way that promotes and

policies. Mobilizing and harnessing non-state

enhances the capacity of all members to participate

mechanisms has been of the effort to address these

in their judicial system (Mohsseni & Jarollahim,

limits. There has been a whole series of reform

2003).

initiatives that identify the community as the

operating

there

are

outside

the

effective
state’s

Criminal policy authorities should strive for a

proper locale for crime control and criminal justice

society that is not governed by fear and criminal

systems. This attempt to extent the reach of state

law but by the values of participation and trust.

agencies by linking them up with the practices of

Criminal justice agencies should develop responses

actors in the community might be described as a

strategies that are rooted in an understanding of the

‘responsibilisation stragegy’ (Garland, 2000). It

limits of a criminal law approach and recognize the

involves a way of thinking and a variety of

benefit of alternative response techniques.

techniques designed to change the manner in
which government act upon crime a dealing with

4- Conclusion

criminal cases. Instead of addressing crime in a

Criminal justice is now less autonomous than it

district fashion by means of the police, the court

was three decades ago, and more forcefully

and the prison, this approach promotes a new kind

directed form the outside criminal justice. Actors

of indirect action, in which state agencies activate

and agencies are now less capable of directing their

penal mediation by non-state organizations and

own fate and shaping their own policies and

actors. The intended result is and enhanced

decision. This is partly a result of the need to work

network of more or less directed, more or less

with other ‘providers’, and the concern to be more

informal criminal justice, complementing and

responsive to the public and to other ‘customers’.

extending the formal criminal justice.

What has happened is that criminal justice

However, many questions have been raised

institutions have altered their emphasis and the

about the using of wide range of community

field of crime control has expanded in new

intervention strategies in developing countries like

directions, as state agencies and civil society have

Iran. Is there a risk that informal community

adapted to the growth of crime and insecurity that

responses may widen the net of control? Are there
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enough resources to implement these programs
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properly? What types of communities have the

Press.
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responses? Will a large urban community have the
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same capacity to implement dispute resolutions
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and settlement that a rural society? In fact, the
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to
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ﻣﺸﺎرﻛﺖ اﺟﺘﻤﺎع در اﺟﺮاي ﻋﺪاﻟﺖ ﻛﻴﻔﺮي در اﻳﺮان

ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﻓﺮﺟﻴﻬﺎ

1

در ﻃﻮل ﭼﻨﺪ ﺳﺎل اﺧﻴﺮ ،ﻣﺪﻳﺮان و دﺳﺖاﻧﺪرﻛﺎران ﺳﻴﺎﺳﺖ ﺟﻨﺎﻳﻲ اﻳﺮان از ﺗﺄﻛﻴﺪ ﺑﺮ روﻳﻜﺮدﻫﺎي ﺳﺰاﮔﺮاﻳﺎﻧﻪ
ﺑﺮاي ﺣﻞ ﻣﻌﻀﻞ ﺑﺰﻫﻜﺎري ﻋﻘﺐﻧﺸﻴﻨﻲ ﻛﺮدهاﻧﺪ ،از اﻳﻦ رو ﺗﺤﺖ ﺗﺄﺛﻴﺮ ﻣﻄﺎﻟﻌﺎت ﺟﺮمﺷﻨﺎﺳﺎﻧﻪ و ﺗﺮﺟﻤﻪ
ﻧﻮآوريﻫﺎي ﺳﻴﺎﺳﺖ ﺟﻨﺎﻳﻲ ﻛﺸﻮرﻫﺎي ﻏﺮﺑﻲ ،ﻣﻔﺎﻫﻴﻢ و واژﮔﺎن ﺟﺪﻳﺪي وارد ﮔﻔﺘﻤﺎن رﺳﻤﻲ ﺳﻴﺎﺳﺖ ﺟﻨﺎﻳﻲ
از ﺟﻤﻠﻪ ﻣﺠﺎزاﺗﻬﺎي اﺟﺘﻤﺎع ﻣﺤﻮر ،ﺷﻮراﻫﺎي ﻣﺮدﻣﻲ ﺣﻞ اﺧﺘﻼف ،ﭘﻠﻴﺲ اﺟﺘﻤﺎعﻣﺤﻮر و ﭘﻴﺸﮕﻴﺮي از ﺟﺮم
ﻣﺒﺘﻨﻲ ﺑﺮ ﻣﺸﺎرﻛﺖ اﺟﺘﻤﺎع ،ﺑﺘﺪرﻳﺞ در ﺑﺮﻧﺎﻣﻪﻫﺎي ﭘﻨﺞ ﺳﺎﻟﻪ ﺗﻮﺳﻌﻪ و ﻧﻴﺰ ﺑﺮﻧﺎﻣﻪ دوم ﺗﻮﺳﻌﻪ و اﺻﻼﺣﺎت ﻗﻀﺎﻳﻲ
ﮔﻨﺠﺎﻧﺪه ﺷﺪ.
ﺻﺮفﻧﻈﺮ از اﻳﻨﻜﻪ اﻳﻦ اﻳﺪهﻫﺎ و ﺳﻴﺎﺳﺘﻬﺎ از ﭼﻪ ﻣﺠﺮاﻫﺎﻳﻲ ﺳﻴﺎﺳﺖ ﺟﻨﺎﻳﻲ اﻳﺮان را ﺗﺤﺖ ﺗﺄﺛﻴﺮ ﻗﺮار داده
اﺳﺖ ،ﻣﻬﻤﺘﺮﻳﻦ ﺳﺆاﻟﻲ ﻛﻪ در اﻳﻦ زﻣﻴﻨﻪ ﻣﻄﺮح ﻣﻲﺷﻮد اﻳﻦ اﺳﺖ ﻛﻪ اﻳﻦ ﺑﺮﻧﺎﻣﻪﻫﺎ ﺗﺎ ﭼﻪ اﻧﺪازه ﻧﻴﺎزﻫﺎي ﻛﻨﻮﻧﻲ
ﺳﻴﺎﺳﺖ ﺟﻨﺎﻳﻲ اﻳﺮان را ﺗﺄﻣﻴﻦ ﺧﻮاﻫﺪ ﻛﺮد؟ ﻫﻤﭽﻨﻴﻦ روﻳﻜﺮدﻫﺎي اﺟﺘﻤﺎع ﻣﺤﻮر ﺗﺎ ﭼﻪ اﻧﺪازه ﺑﺎ ﺑﺴﺘﺮﻫﺎي
اﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﻲ-اﻗﺘﺼﺎدي ،ﻓﺮﻫﻨﮕﻲ و ﺳﻴﺎﺳﻲ ﺟﺎﻣﻌﻪ اﻳﺮان ﻫﻤﺨﻮاﻧﻲ و ﺳﺎزﮔﺎري دارﻧﺪ؟
ﺑﻪ ﻧﻈﺮ ﻣﻲرﺳﺪ دﺳﺘﻴﺎﺑﻲ ﺑﻪ ﻫﺮﮔﻮﻧﻪ ﻣﻮﻓﻘﻴﺖ در زﻣﻴﻨﻪ ﻣﺸﺎرﻛﺖ اﺟﺘﻤﺎع در ﻗﻠﻤﺮو ﻋﺪاﻟﺖ ﻛﻴﻔﺮي ﻣﻨﻮط ﺑﻪ
ﭘﻴﺶ ﺷﺮﻃﻬﺎﻳﻲ از ﺟﻤﻠﻪ ﺗﺤﻮﻻت ﺳﺎﺧﺘﺎري ،ﻓﺮﻫﻨﮓﺳﺎزي و ﻓﻬﻢ و درك ﺻﺤﻴﺢ از ﻓﻠﺴﻔﻪ و ﻣﺒﺎﻧﻲ ﻧﻈﺮياي
اﺳﺖ ﻛﻪ در ﭘﺲ ﻫﺮ ﻳﻚ از اﻳﻦ اﺻﻼﺣﺎت ﻧﻬﻔﺘﻪ اﺳﺖ.
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اﻳﺮان ﺷﺪه اﺳﺖ .ﺑﻪ ﻣﻮازات اﻳﻦ ﺗﺤﻮﻻت ﻓﻬﺮﺳﺘﻲ از روﻳﻜﺮدﻫﺎي اﺟﺘﻤﺎع ﻣﺤﻮر ﻧﺴﺒﺖ ﺑﻪ ﻧﻈﺎم ﻋﺪاﻟﺖ ﻛﻴﻔﺮي،

اﻳﻦ ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ ﺑﺮ آن اﺳﺖ ﻛﻪ دو ﺟﻠﻮه ﻣﻬﻢ از روﻳﻜﺮدﻫﺎي اﺟﺘﻤﺎع ﻣﺤﻮر ،ﻳﻌﻨﻲ ﻣﺠﺎزاﺗﻬﺎي اﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﻲ و ﺷﻮراﻫﺎي
ﺣﻞ اﺧﺘﻼف را در اﻳﺮان ﻣﻮرد ﺑﺤﺚ و ﺑﺮرﺳﻲ ﻗﺮار دﻫﺪ.

ﻣﺴﺆول ﺳﺎزي ،اﺻﻼح ﻗﻀﺎﻳﻲ.

 .1اﺳﺘﺎدﻳﺎر ،ﮔﺮوه ﺣﻘﻮق ،داﻧﺸﮕﺎه ﺗﺮﺑﻴﺖ ﻣﺪرس
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